COME CREATE THE FUTURE

Innovations that will redefine the customer experience.

emerico.biz
HOW DO WE DESIGN THE ULTIMATE BANKING EXPERIENCE?

HOW DO WE ENHANCE AND ADD VALUE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS?

HOW DO WE CREATE THE FUTURE OF BANKING?

SMART BRANCH

Reference: http://adcb.com/ubank/
CREATING THE BANKS OF THE FUTURE

These were the questions that propel us to move forward in our vision. Over the last decade, Emerico have pioneered the art of creating the banks of the future. Through Alexis Server, our proprietary software technology integrated with our state-of-the-art hardware devices, we are able to give your customers the ultimate banking experience. We focus on all the key touch-points of what makes the perfect banking experience, from customer acquisition and mobility to customer assistance and branchless banking.

DISCOVER HOW WE CAN CREATE THE BANKS OF THE FUTURE TOGETHER.
COCK-PIT SMART VTM

From self assistance booth with live video technology to identification card scanners, our patented hardware are designed to offer customers unparalleled service and experience.

EMERICO V3 SMART VTM WITH IPAD

Sleek and seamless, our Smart VTMs are designed to complement your branch and yet it is packed with all the amazing functions to allow your customers to serve themselves at their own convenience.

EMERICO V3 MOBILITY WITH IPAD

Reach out to obscure locations and acquire new customers easily with our mobile devices. Integrated seamlessly with the iPad or iPad Mini, we bring your offering to your customers wherever they are.
BRINGING THE FUTURE TO LIFE

The heartbeat to every application and driving force to make the future of banking possible is ultimately begin from our proprietary software technology.

What really makes our state-of-the-art technology so powerful is that it is designed to be integrated and customised into various applications, devices and platforms. Our strategic partners such as IBM, Fujitsu, Apple and many more helped us to build this revolutionary software that can evolve seamlessly as technology do in the future.
EMERICO V3 SMART VTM WITH IPAD (EMV PAYMENT WITH CASH)

- Video Conferencing
- Remote Dual Screen Control
- Cash Transaction
- EMV Payment
- Cheque Printing
- Document Scanning
- OCR Reading (MRZ, 1D, 2D)
- Signature Secure Authentication
- Biometric
- Instant Card Issuances (EMV/Non EMV)

EMERICO V3 SMART VTM WITH IPAD (EMV Payment with Cash & Card Issuance)
CUSTOMER ACQUISITION

To beauty of our self-serving Emerico Smart VTM and mobile solutions is that it is designed to allow your customers to engage with your bank’s offering and services at their own convenience. Integrated with video conference solutions to communicate remotely with your officers, customers can easily apply for loans or credit cards. The best part of it is that our Emerico Smart VTM are all customisable with different features and functions.

Apart from our self-serving Emerico Smart VTM, our iPad Air and iPad Mini series offers similar benefits to your customers but with the added benefit of being mobile. You can now reach out to customers directly with Emerico’s amazing patented Software and Hardware technology and acquire new customers that you thought were never possible.
EMV PINPAD & CONTACT/CONTACTLESS SMART CARD READER

FINGERPRINT SCANNER

1D/2D/PASSPORT MRZ SCANNER

THERMAL RECEIPT PRINTER

EMERICO V3 MOBILITY WITH IPAD

EMERICO V3 MOBILITY WITH IPAD MINI
In today's modern age, mobility is the key in enhancing the customer's experience. Our patented Emerico V3 Mobility with iPad and iPad Mini series is just the beginning of a new way for us to reach out to customers. We build an amazing hardware and software that fits perfectly for customer acquisition and payment, built in with features and functions from encrypted data processing to state-of-the-art EMV compatibility.
How can I assist you today?
VIRTUAL ASSISTANCE

Banking are often seen as a chore to most customers. Visiting branches and waiting in line to perform a small task has always been a challenge. We want to redefine the whole banking experience with our solutions. Bringing the finest video technology integration to our patented Emerico’s Smart VTM & Emerico’s V3 Series with iPad, customers can remotely reach out to your bank’s officers easily and perform simple to complex transactions securely.

We believe that technology should bring people together and with our technology, we believe we can connect you and your customers in a whole new dimension.
FUNCTIONS & BENEFIT

1. INSTANT ACQUISITION & APPROVAL
   - Opening Account (CASA) & Pin Change
   - Credit Card Application
   - Loan Application (Housing / Auto / Unsecured Loan)

2. INSTANT ISSUANCE
   - ATM/Debit Card
   - EMV Credit Card
   - Cheque Leaf

3. TRANSACTIONS
   - Fund Transfer
   - Money Remittance (e.g. Western Union/MoneyGram, etc.)
   - Cash Deposit / Cash Withdrawal (Optional)
   - Bill Payment

4. COLLECTION & MONEY EXCHANGE
   - Loan Collection
   - Foreign Currency Remittance (Cash / Cashless)
   - Foreign Currency Exchange (Cash / Cashless)
CHALLENGE

Time consuming in scaling retail branches for rapid expansion. Attraction of Gen-Y acquisition.

SOLUTION

Immediate go-to-market for rapid expansion supporting high value, high touch, schedulable and intuitive personal interactions with video agent expert.

BENEFITS

• Improve Bank Branding, Innovation & Value Immediately
• Increase customer retention levels & new customer acquisition (Gen-Y)
• Levitate Engagement With Customer & Improve Customer Recognition
• Transform Banking Talent Into Servicing Customer effectively through Financial Center
• Integrates with Multiple channels Innovation (Mobile/In-Branch) - IPAD Acquisition & Promotional
BRANCHLESS BANKING

The world is getting smaller but reaching out to these rural areas remain a challenge for most banks. With our range of amazing solutions, banks can now get real time transactions that are recorded electronically with appropriate authentication, settlement and receipt generation without the hassle of opening a new branch. The best part of it is that your bank can significantly increase your customer base and increase branch productivity by reducing traffic at your branch itself.

ios android windows api saas

EMERICO is extending to banking customer as "SOFTWARE AS SERVICE" - Saas
NEW CUSTOMER ENROLMENT
ID CARD IDENTIFICATION
MICROFINANCE APPLICATION
INSTANT ACCOUNT OPENING
BILL PAYMENT
FUND TRANSFER
LOAN COLLECTION
CASH DEPOSIT
CASH WITHDRAWER
FOREIGN CURRENCY REMITTANCE

BRANCHLESS BANKING IN APPS
NEED IN PENETRATION THROUGHOUT OTHER INDUSTRIES

Our proprietary software technology and patented hardware are designed to enhance the customer’s experience, from the demanding requirements of the banking industry to the rapid growth and need in logistics. We believe that our state-of-the-art solutions can be applied throughout these industries, creating amazing value and redefining the processes and applications that have been in place for centuries.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

GOVERNMENT

AVIATION

LOGISTICS

INSURANCE

The possibilities are endless and it’s up to us to redefine the customer experience.
REMARKS